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Sue and Jack Drafahl

Editor's Note: Sue and Jack Dra-
fahl operate a full-service commer-
cial photo lab just outside Portland,
Oregon. Services include aerial pho-
tography, studio and location pho-
tography, audio visual produc-
tions, computer graphics and stock
photography. They are contrilmting
editors to Petersen's Photographic,
and specialize in photo lab pro-
cedures, as well as film and equip-
ment testing on land and under
water.

WHEN WE started our business
almost 20 years ago, lecture slides
and audio-visual productions played
a very large role. We mainly made
special effects, text slides, and bar
and pie charts. Each slide required
far too much time and effort, but
our clients always went away sat-
isfied.

That all changed about 10 years
ago when the PC arrived on the
scene and replaced many of the op-
tical processes we had used before.
We started with an APPLE II, and
created our own software that
would streak titles across the screen.
The results were crude, but effec-
tive at the time. We were so im-
pressed with the potential in what
we could offer our clients, that we
tried a variety of film recorders,
each a step up in quality, until we
found a film recorder that surpass-
ed anything we could do in the
lab—the Agfa Forte.

Our PC computer performs won-
ders with bookkeeping and word
processing, but now its job descrip-
tion has grown to include the mak-
ing of speaker support materials.
Working in conjunction with our
Agfa Forte, the computer now en-
ables us to create lecture slides for
talks and special effect slides for
audio-visual presentations, and
serves as a medium for creating a
variety of image manipulations.

We now have the ability to type
a slide directly into the computer,
and send the image out to the film
(Samples continued on page 24; Text continues

on page 26)
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Film Recorder

Imaged with Impresario

Imaged with SuperPrint
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Imaged with McLain Image Assist

View Tools Windows Help

i..iiiiin.i correction...
Brightness/Contrast...
Auto Density...
Hue/Saturation...
Color Balance...
f.t.iy Balance...
Eosterize...
Equalize
Negative

Pip
Botate
Stretch/Shrink
Slant
Perspective
[li-.lnil

Convert to
Resampling...
Bcsizing...
Bcscaling...
Cglor Separation

Imaged with Image-In Imaged with Agfa Conductor

Imaged with Freedom of Press
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the Complete Package Printer
SCR 35/70 from St. Charles Research

$4800.00
(1) 8x10 (1) 5x7
(2) 3x5 (4) Wallet lenses
A Cropping neg carrier
for any popular film format

Add on features include:
• Trading Card Attachment
• Dual Film Format
• Long Roll Paper Easel

w/Auto Controller
• Long Roll Film Carrier
• Combo Attachment

Here is what owners of the SCR 35/70 have to say:

"We selected the SCR 35/70
for it's simplicity and ease of
operation . The printer has
provided Pro Photo with a
competitive lead."

Shannon Mercer
Pro Photo Services

Lexington, SC
(803) 957-7102

"With your 'add on' features,
as our business grew so did
the printer. . . The icing on
the cake is the unit is
thousands of dollars less.
That tells the whole story."

Don Gaddis
Southern States Images

Jackson, MS
(601) 956-7277

To change the way you do business, call or write:

Saint Charles Research
10510 France Ave. S. Dept. 210

Bloomington, MN 55431
(612) 888-1090

End Your Bio-Slime
Problems Forever

BIO-SLIME RETARDANT
ROLLER TRANSPORT PROCESSORS

<EP-2,C-41,E-6)
BIO-SLIME RETARDANT will control bio-slime in all
makes of processors. Use once a week as directed
and your wash tanks will remain free of slime
produced by bacteria, funsi, and algae.

MINI-LABS — WASHLESS PROCESSORS
Add BIO-SLIME RETARDANT directly to the stabilizer
to control bio-slime in the chemical rinse tanks.

NO ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED
EPA APPROVED

BETHAR PRODUCTS
7805 SE 13th Ave. • Portland, Oregon 97202

(503)231-5521

Agfa Forte
(Continued from page 23; Text continued on page 26)

Two Level Bullet Chart
• First major heading.

subheading 1
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Imaged with Stringray

The Forte Film Recorder
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Agfa Forte
(Continued from page 22)

recorder. Special effects that would
take days to create manually now
can be activated at the press of a
key. With today's software programs
and a high resolution film recorder,
you merely type in a word and tell
it to zoom in a specific direction.
Presto! You have a zoomed image!
You can fade the image to black,
change its color or break it into parts
for audio-visual productions. Best of
all, you can see the results instant-
ly on the screen before anything is
ever sent to the film recorder.

Agfa's Forte Film Recorder

The Forte is Afga's top of the line
professional recorder, producing 2k,
4k, and 8k resolution 35mm slides
as well as 4x5 and 8x10 transparen-
cies. The 165-pound unit stands on
its own four wheels allowing easy
movement, and its compact size fits
into any computer environment. On
the front of the unit you will find
an on/off switch, power light, busy
light, and an alert light in case any
problems occur.

The various film modules are in-
serted into the sloping top of the
unit. Modules include a standard
35mm module, 100 foot bulk load
pin-register module, a standard 4x5
module, a high resolution 4x5 mod-
ule, and an 8x10 module. Each mod-
ule registers in two slots and locks
into position, so that images are in
exactly the same place each time.

On the back of the unit you will
find an electrical connection for the
IBM and its compatible through an
IEEE-488 GPIB connector. Macin-
tosh computers send data to the
Forte via an SCSI interface. Status,
image control and diagnostics are
controlled through an RS-232 inter-
face that connects to a VT-100 moni-
tor or to a terminal setup on your
computer.

A variety of adjustable internal
controls are available, so you can set
up your specific application the way
you want it through this terminal
control. Data can be sent to the
Forte using three basic methods.
The Macintosh sends its data direct-
ly through a SCSI found on the Mac
and the Forte film recorder. IBMs
and their clones use a special ras-
terizing card from Agfa called the
26

he unit
can output 24

bit color graphics
and takes about 50

seconds to image
a standard business

graphic slide.

MVP-Star card, which processes the
vector and raster data and then
sends it to the Forte over the GPIB
cable. Finally, third-party software
and hardware vendors can directly
send raster images over the GPIB
cable using a special GPIB card in
your computer.

Total Control

The best part of the Forte is its
versatility. If you want to start using
it, simply plug it in, turn it on and
the defaults make it a no-hassle film
recorder. If you are like us and like
to stir up the pot, then this is your
machine. Using the VT-100 or ter-
minal control, you can select a varie-
ty of films and formats. If the film
you want is not there, you can edit
one of the user labeled film tables
and set up your own parameters. So
far we have set up and used film
tables for Kodalith (negative and
positive), Kodak Ektar 25, Agfa
Ultra 50, Fuji Velvia 50, Kodak Tmax
100, Kodak Gold 100, Kodak Ektar
100 and Kodak Ektachrome 100X,
with several more planned by the
time this article appears.

The controls possible for each film
you set up are overall brightness, in-
dividual color adjustment, contrast
control, highlight and shadow ad-
justments, center to edge illumina-
tion control (flat field) and a D-max
control.

A test gray scale is held in mem-
ory so you will have a standard to
make all your evaluations. Once you
set up your parameters, they are
kept in the memory in the Forte
itself. The Forte has its own self-
diagnostics, and will calibrate itself
whenever needed. The unit can out-
put 24 bit color graphics and takes
about 50 seconds to image a stan-
dard business graphic slide.

Photo Lab Applications

A variety of applications with the
Forte are possible once you have
your imaging service in place. If you
plan on having a color scanner in
your lab, you can scan in flat art im-
ages, block out unwanted areas, add
text and then re-output into new
originals using the Forte. Using a
35mm scanner, you can bring in col-
or negatives, retouch them, and re-
output them as new original slides.
You can adjust the contrast, color
balance and overall brightness at the
software level, or in the Forte itself.

Outstanding special effects can be
created on some of the new draw-
ing packages, and then re-output
one step at a time, so that you have
an animation effect. For example,
you can take a title and sweep, and
start removing layers of sweep, mak-
ing images as you go. After the film
is processed, you can run these
slides in reverse order through a
slide show dissolve unit, and you
have an animated sweep of your
title.

High-contrast Kodaliths can now
be made directly on the computer
and output as a negative or positive
image. These Kodaliths can be used
as title slides, burn-in slides, or used
as a photo mask in audio-visual pro-
ductions. As you experiment more
and more with your software and
the Forte, you will find many of your
optical services can be replaced with
computerized versions.

Agfa Conductor
Software—Macintosh

When you purchase the Agfa Forte
PHOTO LAB MANAGEMENT



Film Recorder, conductor software
for the Macintosh is included. This
software organizes the files accor-
ding to program and file format, and
then batch processes them through
the Forte. This program supports
over 40 programs, including Adobe
Illustrator, Aldus Freehand, Cricket
Draw, PowerPoint, Aldus Persua-
sion, and most Mac programs. File
formats processed directly include
PICT, PICTII, 32 Bit PICT, TIFF, and
Scrapbook files.

This program allows you to select
film type and resolution, and pre-
view the image before imaging.
These pre-viewed images can be
cropped, scaled and manipulated.
Postscript files need an additional
device made by Agfa called a
ChromaScript II. The ChromaScript
device acts as a translator for Post-
script files coming from the com-
puter and going to the Forte.

MVP Star-6
Rasterizing Card—IBM

After the vector and/or raster
files have been made and saved out
to disk, they can be sent through a
rasterizing card called the MVP
Star-6 card. This card fits in a slot
in your computer, and reprocesses
the files into the raster format, so
they can be shot on the Forte.

The Star-i- card uses a GPIB cable
and is directly linked to the back of
the Forte. Several computers can ac-
cess the Forte using stacked GPIB
cables hooked to the Forte. The card
has 1 meg of memory on board, and
is compatible with over 40 software
packages that generate the Agfa
SCODL file format.

Agfa Conductor for IBM

The standard IBM vector file for-
mat for the Forte is Agfa SCODL for-
mat. These files are processed by
the Conductor software that is sup-
plied with the MVP Star card. Con-
ductor groups these files according
to program, shooting order, and
copies to be made. The program also
has control over film type and mod-
ule information. One interesting
feature is the file enlargement/
reduction feature. Using the 4x5
back and various 120 roll film backs,
we were able to reduce the image
to fit on 6x6, 6x7, and 6x9 formats.

(Continued on page 28)
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Yesterday's
Environmental
Concerns...are
Today's
Realities

Dave Reynolds
Vice President and Director
of Photo Merchandising
Living Color Lab

Living Color Lab knows that making a good effort
at environmental compliance is no longer good
enough. EPA, OSHA, and local environmental
regulations are more demanding than ever... and
enforcement has intensified. That's why the Glen
Cove, NY finisher chose PRS' program for total
environmental compliance.

Dave Reynolds, Living Color's Vice President
and Director of Photo Merchandising, said,

PRS has worked with us every step of the way
to ensure our compliance with environmental and
safety regulations. Their pollution control expertise
has become an important part of growing our
business. No other company can duplicate their
services to help photofinishers process more effi-
ciently, and more effectively. 4) 0)

Dave says PRS' technical support is second to none.

strongly believe PRS (representing CPAC and
Trebla Chemical Company) is on the cutting edge
of environmental concerns with its chemical and
equipment programs. By using Trebles recyclable
chemistries we have significantly reduced COD,
BOD and chlorine demand - and cut chemical
costs by 30%! And with CPAC's new effluent
treatment system, ETS-20, our silver discharge is
down to less than 1 ppm.

Find out more about how PRS programs
can make compliance easy for you.
Call1-800-PRS-5778.

A CPAC Company
Operations Headquarters. PO Box 218, Leicester, NY 14481

See us at ProLab '91, New York—Booth 1249 27



Agfa Forte
(Continued from page 27)

Impresario by the Idaho
Research Foundation—IBM

Impresario is very similar to Agfa
Conductor in that it acts as a batch
organizer, keeps track of images,
and shoots them in the desired
order. In the program, you can se-
lect film type and software pro-
gram, and it even places blank text
slides between jobs so you can iden-
tify each client's work. At the end
of the shooting process, the com-
puter will play a piece of classical
music, telling you that it's finished.
The program has a unique feature,
whereby it will fix known program
bugs as it is processing the image.

The Idaho Research Foundation is
also involved in writing SCODL driv-
ers for various other software
manufacturers. At present, this new
"Stingray" program for the Forte
camera is available with Aldus Per-
suasion. The program will output
both 24 bit raster and 8 bit vector
images in 24 bit color.

Impresario Imaging Software sells
for $495. For further information:
The Idaho Research Foundation,
121 Sweet Ave., Moscow, ID 83843
(208) 883-8366.

McLain Imaging Services

Several raster imaging programs
are offered by McLain Imaging. The
main program, Image Assist, is an

excellent program for direct imag-
ing of most raster programs from
IBM computers. The program is
easily installed, and will process
and shoot a variety of file formats
on the Forte-Targa, PCX, GIF, FLI,
RIX, BMP, LBM, and raw raster
files.

The program can use expanded
memory if you have it, and can
shoot complex images over 20
megabytes in less than 7 minutes.
Standard raster files take as little as
1 1/2 minutes to shoot. Color correc-
tion, exposure adjustment, scaling,
and image merging are all possible
with Image Assist.

McLain Imaging also makes
several other programs that help
the Forte user process images.
ToSCD converts raster pictures to
SCODL format so they can be batch
processed along with other program
vector files. ZMVP and FMVP allow
users of Mirage and Freedom of
Press to do direct imaging through
the Agfa MVP card.

For further information: McLain
Imaging Services, 2417 Venier Way,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627, (714) 642-5219.

Zenographics SuperPrint—IBM

This Windows compatible pro-
gram allows the slide creator to save
files in TARGA, TIFF, and BMP for-
mats. These images can then be pro-
cessed through the McLain Imaging
software. The advantage to this
software is that it will accommodate
most every Windows function and

color and reproduce it exactly. If
you want to send the image direct-
ly to the Forte, you can use a ver-
sion of SuperPrint designed for the
Agfa Forte camera. This part of the
program does not work with the
Agfa MVP card and requires a third
party interface called the GPIB
board.

Zenographics SuperPrint Software
Drivers for the Forte sell for $1,995.
For further information: Zenographics
at 4 Executive Circle, Suite 200, Ir-
vine, CA 92714, (714) 851-6325.

Freedom of Press

When you first purchase a Forte,
you will want to image Postscript
files. There are two methods to ac-
complish this. If you have the bud-
get, you would use the Agfa Chro-
maScript device that directly
translates these files into the Forte.
If you can't, and you have a zillion
color, super-complex Postscript files
you want to image, then Freedom of
Press is the answer.

The program has a very specific
task. It only processes Postscript
files and sends them to over 200 dif-
ferent output devices, including the
Agfa Forte camera. The program is
much slower than the ChromaScript
II, but does an excellent job of im-
aging what most other rastering
software programs will not do.

The Freedom of Press Postscript
Imaging Software sells for $1,495.
For further information: Custom
Applications at 900 Technology

-

The Fii1
Place to.

POP Mixing
Systems

Photo industry giants
check with Seneca Tec

for mixing system solu-
tions. So do labs with

a handful of employees.
Check with us for the

best equipment and
expertise to solve your

mixing problems.

- I

•dCleaner
A strong, low-cost and
biodegradable photo
cleaner. Safely removes
stains from most photo
surfaces; even uniforms.

Blanks
Choose the popular
POLY-ON-A-DOUY
on-center polyethylene
mixing tank—25 gal.
or the 316 stainless steel
tanks—25 to 300 gal.

•^Filters
Complete line of
activated carbon
and sediment filters
for liquid filtration.
Many unusual sizes
in stock.

^Components
Your system's "missing part"
is probably in stock at
Seneca Tec. Level controls,
alarms, pumps, temperature
controls, valves, fittings, etc.

Quality mixing solutions from Seneca Tec.
For information call: (800) 666-2645 • (716) 381-2645
FAX (716) 381-6308

I LI 109 Despatch Drive
I LJ_ East Rochester, NY 14445
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Park Drive, Bldg 8, Billerica, MA
01821, (508) 667-8585.

Image-In—IBM and Photoshop—
Mac Scanning Programs

Two additional programs are
worth mentioning because of their
relationship to photography and
film recorders—Image-in and
Photoshop. Both these programs
make raster files that can be imag-
ed on the Forte. These two pro-
grams by different companies are
designed to work with scanned im-
ages and prepare them for output to
separation, color prints, or a film
recorder. Slides, negatives, and
prints can be scanned in, retouch-
ed and then sent back out to a film
recorder.

These two software programs
combined with the Forte can add
additional services to your lab. Not
only can you set up an imaging ser-
vice, but you can use the Forte to
fix damaged slides and negatives,
and make new originals and inter-
negatives using the Forte as the
final output device.

An original photograph can be
scanned in, text added and then
printed out as a print or new origi-
nal. Once you start playing with the
programs and the Forte we feel you
will find more uses for both.

Image-In Software for photo
manipulation of raster images sells
for $795. For further information:
Image-In Inc., 406 East 79th St.,
Minneapolis, MN 55420, (612)
888-3633.

Photoshop sells for $895. For fur-
ther information: Adobe Systems,
Inc., 1585 Charleston Rd., Mt. View,
CA 94039 or (800) 83-FONTS.

Conclusion

We feel the Agfa Forte is an out-
standing contribution to our busi-
ness. With a little imagination and
an open mind about photography's
future, there is a definite place for
this type of equipment in the pro-
fessional lab.

The Forte is available with stan-
dard 35mm back for $34,995. Chro-
mascript II is $17,995; MVP Star-16
Card with Conductor Software is
$1,495. For further information: Agfa
Corporation, 1 Ramland Rd., Orange-
burg, NY, 10962, (914) 365-0190.
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With the VP 2012, GPE

makes another step ahead

towards the perfect pro-

duct.

It's surprising how it is

easy to use this Printer,

it's ama/ing how many

types of enlargements can

be done; the results are

astonishing!

With its new 3CCD dedi-

VP2012 THE
GPE

PERFECT PRODUCT

cated Video Camera the operator

controls and in advance on the screen

the photographic results, with the

certainty that they will he exactly

the same on paper.

Therefore with an affor-

dable financing investe-

ment, all Professional

Processing Laboratories

can purchase today a new

Video Printer of latest

technology to obtain high

quality enlargements, wi-

thout waste and loss of

time.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY IN
VIDEO PRINTING

For further information on Video Professional VP 2012
Printer, return this coupon to: GPE srl • Via Fiumicino, 10
33082 Azzano Decimo/PN • Italy • Ph. 039-434/634221

Name

Company

Address

Tel. PLM/1

Distributor

For USA and CANADA: GRAPHTRONICS LTD. 363
Ormont Drive Weston Ontario - M9L - 1N8 • Ph. 416/7411870

For AUSTRALIA: EUTE PTY. LTD. Unit 2/76 Heathcote Road,
Moorebank, - NSW 2170 - Ph. 02/8212522

See us at ProLab '91, New York—Booth 1244 29


